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1. INTRODUCTION
This Portal is dedicated to those Trading, Manufacturing, and Service Companies and to those
Engineering Firm and Consultancies that work in the following areas: electric power and natural
gas production, transmission and trading, water captation, distribution and disposal.
Edison S.p.A. intends to select suitable Companies by means of a qualification process. This
process is divided into two phases:
1.
2.

SELF SERVICE REGISTRATION (RSS): it consists in a preliminary data collection in order
to understand if the supplier is interesting for Edison Group
QUALIFICATION: the Supplier is invited to fill in the rest of the questionnaire only if the
previous phase has had a positive result; the evaluation process is taken on by a multifunctional team which examines the questionnaire to estimate if the supplier is eligible to
enter in Edison’s vendor list.

A potential Edison's Vendor has to:










Communicate references: references must be related to the same or similar category of
products/services for which the Supplier is applying. Referenced items can be provided
also by third parties, subsidiaries or merged business units
Show internal know-how and core competences (or sub-suppliers' know-how, if this party is
a licensee and/or is linked by agreed investments or development plans with the applicant)
Have an engineering unit able to guarantee project developing and a project management
unit able to guarantee project delivering
Have a staff able to perform "in house" the following activities: components manufacturing,
technical requirement definition and inspection of outsourced parts, assembling and testing
Show compliance of plants, machinery, equipment and production processes; show
compliance of instrumentation, equipment and procedures to manage tests and controls
Show financial reliability: this reliability will be evaluated by analyzing previous years'
Annual Reports (recently founded Firms will be evaluated by verifying the lack of
impedimental and/or prejudicial elements and by analyzing the first Annual Report, as soon
as it will be available)
Show availability of capital. Both pre-qualification and qualification questionnaires are
dedicated to Firms providing products services in the utility sector: electric power,
hydrocarbon, water and telecom. These questionnaires are intended to collect data and
information in the following areas: Techniques, Quality and Organization.
To facilitate questionnaire's evaluation and judgment issuing, please, be sure to fill in the
questionnaires
covering
conscientiously
all
"applicable"
sections,
following
paragraphs' sequence and attaching files where needed.
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2. PORTAL ACCESS
After selecting the English language, in Edison’s home page is available the Supplier
Qualification Portal, in the dedicated Supplier Area.

In the area dedicated to suppliers it is possible to find:
1.
2.
3.

The link to access the Supplier Portal, in the Login section
The e-mail address where the qualification staff is available for any information or problem,
in the Contact area.
This user manual, which describes every step to register your company, and the list of
goods and services which are of Edison’s interest, in the area Operating Manual
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1.

2.
3.

TECHNICAL CONSTRAINTS for accessing to web portal:
 To use as web browser Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google
Chrome, Safari;;
 To unblock the popup blocker;
 To be sure that you can navigate on the web browser through the
ports 8100, 8102, 8200, 50200, 52000, 8050, 55000, 55500.
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3. SELF SERVICE REGISTRATION (RSS)
3.1

New Vendor

In order to properly view the application it’s necessary to have installed the Microsoft Explorer
6.0 version or later on your PC, and the Java compiler and Java console activated on the
browser.
At the first access, the candidate has to log on as a new supplier; the portal requires to fill in
the following data:





EU or Extra-EU Country
Vat Number
Country (the system will display the list of EU country or extra-EU country according to the
previous selection)
Vendor Type

In order to proceed to the next step, it’s necessary to accept the Terms & Conditions regarding
the Privacy disclosure according to art. 13 of the Italian law n° 196/06 and the Edison’s code of
ethics.

After compiling all of the above, click on the button
: the system will verify all the data
entered and will allow to continue the self service registration. The system checks that every
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mandatory field (marked with a red star) is filled and displays an error message for every
missing data.

3.2

Self Service Registration (RSS)

NOTE: this part of the registration is not savable; we kindly suggest to gather every
information needed before starting to fill in the questionnaire.
The self service registration page is organized in three folders:
1. MASTER DATA: in this section the supplier has to fill in the company data.

NOTE: To attach files select the button

and then

2. COMPANY STRUCTURE: in this section the supplier has to enter the information about the
company structure.
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3. GOOD CATEGORY CHOICE: in this section the supplier has to choose the good categories
for which he wants to qualify.
Be careful to choice and select all three classification level of our good categories list.

After choosing the good category, the supplier has to compile the fields under the good
category tree.

If you want to delete a selected good category press the button

on the right side of the row.

After filling in the three folders it is possible to send the registration module by clicking on the
button

on the upper left side of the page.
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The Edison qualification team evaluates all the modules received and decides whether to
accept all of the chosen categories or only a subset of these, to proceed with the qualification
process.
The system will send via e-mail (at the e-mail address entered in the section “Contact Person”
of the Master Data folder) the result of the preliminary analysis: if the candidature is accepted
the supplier will receive UserID and Password to access the reserved area and fill in the rest of
the qualification questionnaire.
NOTE: the self service registration acceptance does not automatically imply the
qualification status. In order to be qualified, the supplier has to compile the whole
qualification questionnaire, with a positive evaluation of it.
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4. QUALIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE
4.1

Access to the questionnaire

After receiving the e-mail with UserID and Password, the supplier has to connect to the URL
indicated into the email or, alternatively, from the Edison’s web site (see §1) as a registered
supplier.
The supplier has to logon to the system:

The system home page will appear:

To access the questionnaire, in the menu on the left select: “Qualification Questionnaire”.
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On the right side of the page, the system will display the qualification request and the good
categories selected on the self registration request. Select the button
questionnaire.

to access the

NOTE: the data in the first three pages can now be changed and the system allows
to add new good categories from the tab “Good Category Choice “.
The qualification questionnaire consists in eight folders, three folders coming from the self
service registration and five new ones:
1. REFERENCES: in this tab the supplier has to fill in the information about previous works
done for every good category.

2. EQUIPMENTS: in this tab the supplier has to attach a file containing information about
available tools and equipment.
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3. SAFETY: in this tab the supplier is required to fill in information about the safety index
according to the model “INAIL SM 20”; this information will determine the frequency index
and quality index for the company.

4. QUALITY: in this tab the supplier can fill in the information about certifications and
authorization owned by the company.

5. RESOURCES: in this tab the supplier can fill in the information about his workforce and
organizational structure.
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After entering all of the information the supplier can send the questionnaire and all the attached
files by selecting the button

.

By selecting the button
the user can save the questionnaire as a draft and modify it later.
The supplier can also exit the questionnaire by choosing the button
.
After sending the questionnaire the supplier will be unable to further modify the questionnaire.
At the end of the evaluation process, the system will send an e-mail indicating the result of the
evaluation for each good category chosen.
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